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ABSTRACT

Introduction

In this work we address a set of problems within the larger domain
of "visual monitoring using autonomous robots". The first problem
addresses the use of a ground-based mobile refueling vehicle to
increase the operational range of a fuel constrained unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) to perform large-scale visual monitoring. A
solution method for the problem must account for fuel constraints
of the aerial vehicle, terrain restrictions of the ground vehicle and
speed differential of the two vehicles while ensuring area coverage. We develop branch-and-cut based exact and heuristic solution
methods for this problem. The second problem, relates to visual
monitoring on terrains using multiple heterogeneous robotic sensors. We develop mixed integer linear programming (MILP) based
exact methods to perform long term persistent monitoring of piecewise linear features (path-like) within a terrain. A path-like feature
on a terrain is modeled as an x-monotone curve to build an efficient
represent for visibility structures. As extension to these results, in
the third problem we address the multi-point monitoring problem
on a polyhedral terrain using an aerial robot. The points-of-interest
may be located anywhere within the terrain. The route planning
problem is posed as an instance of TSP with neighborhoods (TSPN).
We develop a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the given
instance of TSPN. The problem is further reduced to an instance of
generalized TSP (GTSP). A branch-and-cut method is used to solve
the GTSP instance and compared against solutions computed using
a state-of-the-art tool - GLNS. For each of the problems addressed,
we also perform outdoor experimental validations on actual robots.

Visual Monitoring using autonomous robots is an important problem that occurs in applications like ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance)[6, 11, 12, 20], disaster management [21, 24]
and structural monitoring [8, 22, 28]. The use of cooperative aerial
and ground robot systems for monitoring tasks is an active area
of research and has garnered a lot of interest from the research
community over the last few years. In this work, we address a set of
problems under the general theme of "visibility-based monitoring
using robotic sensor nodes under various system and application
constraints".
The first problem, Fuel Constrained UAV Routing Problem using
a Mobile Refueling Station (FCURP-MRS), relates to large-scale
visual coverage using a UAV (Figure 1a). In this context, large-scale
implies missions involving geographically large areas and/or large
temporal space (for example: persistent missions). A UAV cannot
complete such a mission in a single flight and needs refueling to
extend its operational range in both space and time. We propose
the use of a mobile ground-based refueling station to refuel the
UAV. The UAV must rendezvous with the refueling ground vehicle (GV) to refuel. Further, we restrict the GV to traverse on the
road network available within the operational region to account
for practical considerations. We were the first to solve the joint
UAV-GV routing problem with refueling considerations [13, 16–18].
Existing works in the literature either used stationary refueling stations [10, 30] or considered fixed UAV routes to schedule recharging
windows for the ground vehicles[23]. In recent times, the problem
has been addressed by many research teams and different solution
methods have been developed [2, 29, 33]. We have designed a two
stage framework to solve FCURP-MRS. The first stage computes
refueling sites on the road network while accounting for terrain
restrictions of the GV and fuel limitations of the UAV. The second stage solves the joint UAV-GV route planning problem while
respecting refueling constraints of the UAV and speed differential of the two vehicles. Our two-stage framework has also been
used by others working on this problem [29]. We develop MILP
formulations for the coupled routing problem. We also develop a
greedy solution and a construction heuristic based on solving a TSP
sub-instance.
The second problem, Heterogeneous Watchmen Persistent Routing Problem on a Terrain (HWPRPT), extends the visual coverage
solution to terrains (Figure 1b). A terraineous environment adds
visibility constraints to the problem. We address a special case
of monitoring a path-like feature (piece-wise linear) within a terrain. We develop methods on the use of multiple aerial and ground
robotic sensor nodes to perform a persistent coverage mission.
The problem is a generalization of n - Watchman Routing Problem (n-WRP) to the heterogeneous robotic sensor case. [3] show
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that n-WRP for homogeneous watchmen is NP-hard. Due to inherent complexity of the problem, practical solution approaches
including decoupled viewpoint selection and robot routing [27] and
self-organizing map heuristics [7] have been proposed in the literature. There have also been efforts to design algorithms for restricted
polygon domains: spiral polygons [26], histograms [4], and more
recently street polygons[3, 31]. All of these approaches address
the homogeneous robot (watchman) case. Our work addresses the
heterogeneous watchmen scenario for persistent monitoring application [14, 19]. This also involves refueling the UAVs and placement
of stationary refueling stations within the terrain. We optimize over
a challenging objective function that considers both robot cost balancing and refueling station placement. We model the path-like
feature as a x-monotone curve and develop an efficient discrete
characterization of visibility regions that cover each point on the
terrain. We address multiple sub-problems in this domain to build
a solution to the eventual persistent monitoring problem. Our solution methods comprise of a MILP based branch-and-cut method
and a construction heuristic based on solving a TSP sub-instance.
The third problem addressed in this work, UAV Routing Problem
on Terrains (URPT), solves the multiple-point visual monitoring
problem on a terrain using a UAV with a limited field-of-view (Figure 1c). A solution to the problem comprises of a route for the UAV
that covers each point-of-interest on the terrain while accounting
for visibility restrictions due to the terrain and limited field-ofview of the UAV. Area decomposition based on camera footprint
and/or obstacle-free space is a popular solution approach in the
literature and admits a robust discretization of the area of interest
[1, 5, 9, 25, 32]. Other techniques include seed-spreader algorithms
[32], potential fields [9] and graph-based search algorithms [25].
However, most of the existing works on coverage path-planning
assume a flat surface and do not account for altitude variance (and
hence the visibility obstructions) of the ground surface. A closely
related work is that of Choi et. al. [5], who address a constant resolution coverage problem that takes into account camera viewing
direction and altitude to maintain the image resolution. In this work,
we address a multiple-point monitoring problem using an aerial robot while explicitly accounting for visibility restrictions due to the
shape of the terrain and camera field of view. We extend our terrain
model to a 2.5 D representation. Our solution approach involves
computing visibility regions for each point-of-interest. We reduce
the problem to an instance of TSPN and design a constant-factor
approximation algorithm for the TSPN instance. We further reduce
the problem to GTSP and develop an Integer Linear Program (ILP)
to compute routes for the UAV [15].

(c) URPT instance

For each problem addressed in this work extensive computational
simulations and outdoor experimental validations were performed.

1

ROBOT MODEL

The aerial robot model used in this work is a multi-rotor type
vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) model. It operates at a constant altitude and constant air speed. Each individual robot has
a given maximum fuel capacity, U . Assuming a constant rate of
fuel consumption, regardless the maneuver, and a constant speed
for each robot; flight time, distance traveled, fuel consumed and
cost are proportional quantities and are used interchangeably. Further, the operating cost of aerial robots is directly proportional to
Euclidean distance traversed and flight altitude. We assume ideal
flying conditions and do not consider the effects of wind.
The ground robot is assumed to have infinite fuel availability
and does not run out of fuel. The operating cost of a ground robot
is asymmetric on terrains. It incur a larger cost for uphill traversals
and a lower cost for downhill traversals. Further, robots do not have
communication capabilities.
Specific to FCURP-MRS: GV travels at a constant speed and R is
the maximum distance traveled it can travel in a single flight time
of the UAV. The UAV may only land on the GV. It may hover at the
refueling site if the GV has not reached, but the total fuel consumed
by the UAV must not exceed U .

2

FCURP-MRS

Consider an environment (E) with an interior road network (Fig.
1a), a UAV with a fixed down-facing camera on board and a refueling
ground vehicle (GV) that traverses on the given road network. To
perform a coverage mission, place data points or targets (T ) in E in
a manner that the camera footprint of T exhaustively covers the
environment E. The UAV must capture imagery of the environment
from each of the targets in T to complete a visual survey of the
area. It cannot visit all targets in a single flight. This necessitates
refueling, possibly multiple times, to complete the mission. The UAV
must rendezvous with the GV to refuel. The rendezvous locations
are referred to as refueling sites (S).

Refueling Site Selection
The refueling site selection algorithm computes a set of candidate
refueling sites, S, by uniformly sampling the road network. For a
set S ⊆ S, to be deemed as a valid set of refueling sites, it must
satisfy the following two conditions:
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Figure 2: FCURP-MRS experiment results: (a) Environment setup (b) Sample output paths computed using the edge-based
formulation as traversed by the UAV. (c) UAV: 3DR IRIS+, used in the experiments. (d) Ground Vehicle used.
(1) Coverage condition: There exists a refueling site s ∈ S, for
each target t ∈ T , such that the distance between s and t is
at most U /2 units.
(2) Connectedness condition: Refueling sites in S form a connected component in the graph G r , where G r ≡ (S, E); an
edge (i, j) where i, j ∈ S is contained in the set E if and only
if the distance between i and j via the road network (road
distance) is at most R units.
A greedy algorithm based on computing distance constrained
hitting sets, where discs of radii U /2 centered at the data points
within T form sets and S represents the set of elements, is used to
compute a valid set of refueling sites. The set ensures that there
exists a feasible solution to the joint routing problem of a UAV and
RV in the presence of refueling constraints for the UAV.

Õ

x i j ≥ 1,

∀P ⊆ V \ {s 0 }, P ∩ T , ϕ.

Fuel constraints:
ut − u j + f jt ≤ M(1 − x jt ),

ut − U + fkt ≥ −M(1 − x kt ), ∀t ∈ T , ∀k ∈ S,
− ut + ft k ≤ M(1 − x t k ), ∀t ∈ T , ∀k ∈ S,

(8)

fi j · x i j ≤ U ∀i, j ∈ S,
ÕÕ
ÕÕ
fi j x i j ≤ U
x ki .
i ∈V j ∈V

(1)

i ∈V \{j }

Õ
i ∈V \{t }

Õ

xi j =

x ji ,

∀j ∈ V and

(2)

i ∈V \{j }

x it = 1,

(11)

∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S,
∀s ∈ S, ∀t 1 , t 2 ∈ T ,

yt2 s − yt1 s ≥ −(1 − x t1 t2 ),
Õ
x t k ≤ (1 − yt s ),

(12)
(13)

∀s ∈ S, ∀t 1 , t 2 ∈ T ,

(14)

∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S,

(15)

k ∈S \N (s)

Õ

x sk = 0,

∀s ∈ S,

(16)

k ∈S \N (s)

Õ

yt s = 1,

∀t ∈ T .

(17)

s ∈S

Variable restrictions:
x i j ∈ {0, 1},
ui ∈ [0, U ],
yt s ∈ {0, 1},

∀(i, j) ∈ E, either i or j ∈ T
∀i ∈ T ,
∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S.

(18)
(19)
(20)

The MILP formulation is implemented within a branch-and-cut
framework owing to the exponential size of constraint set (4).

Ground Vehicle Route

Degree constraints:
Õ

(9)
(10)

Refueling site constraints:
yt2 s − yt1 s ≤ (1 − x t1 t2 ),

fij xij .

(7)

k ∈S i ∈V

yt s − x st ≥ 0,

i∈V j∈V

(5)
(6)

Mathematical formulation

F1 : minimize

∀t, j ∈ T ,

ut − u j + f jt ≥ −M(1 − x jt ), ∀t, j ∈ T ,
ut − U + fkt ≤ M(1 − x kt ), ∀t ∈ T , ∀k ∈ S,

The minimal set of refueling sites, S, obtained from the refueling
site selection algorithm is an input to the UAV-GV joint routing
problem. UAV and GV are initially stationed at a common refueling
site, s 0 ∈ S, and return to the same location after the mission. MILP
formulations are developed using two different paradigms to solve
the joint route planning problem with fuel constraints: edge-based
and node-based. The FCURP-MRS is formulated on a complete
Ð
directed graph G = (V , E), with vertex set V = T S and edge set E.
Associated with the edge set are two weight functions: f : E → R+ ,
where fi j denotes the fuel consumed by UAV when it travels along
the directed edge (i, j) and r : (S × S) → R+ , that represents the
road distance between two refueling sites. Let N : S → ℘(S),
where ℘(S) is the power set of S, denote a neighborhood function
defined as N (si ) := {s j : r i j ≤ R, s j ∈ S }. For any subset of vertices
P ⊆ V , we define δ + (P) := {(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ E, i ∈ P, j < P }. Further,
M = U + max(i, j) fi j , represents a large constant.
ÕÕ

(4)

(i, j)∈δ + (P )

∀t ∈ T .

(3)

The MILP formulation ensures in any feasible solution that consecutive visits to refueling sites on the UAV tour are within R road
distance. The tour comprising refueling site visits in the sequence
as they occur on the UAV tour is a valid tour for the GV and ensures
feasibility of the UAV tour. The tour so computed, ensures that the
GV, when traveling at the constant speed Vr , always reaches the
refueling site before the UAV runs out of fuel.
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Figure 3: (a) Terrain points, reflex points and a fixed altitude path, C, chain visible with the terrain. (b) Visibility polygon and
visibility region corresponding to a point x on the terrain. (c) A visibility segment and its corresponding visibility region. (d)
Left and right viewpoints for all visibility segments.
Computational simulations comparing the various solution approaches - greedy, TSP-based heuristic and MILP formulations were
performed to benchmark solution quality. Field experiments using
actual robots were performed to test performace. Figure 2a show the
environment used in the experiment along with road-network. Sample solution path generated using MILP formulation as traversed
by the UAV are shown in Figure 2b.

3

HWPRPT

To compute a feasible solution for HWPRPT, we model the environmental feature to be monitored as a 1.5 Dimensional structure
(x − monotone curve). A 1.5 D model is characterized by terrain
points and reflex points (Figure 3a). A terrain point is any point on
the surface of the terrain that observes a change in slope. The set
of reflex points is a subset of the set of terrain points. A reflex point
is a terrain point which observes a decrease in slope when visited
in the left to right direction.

Chain Visibility
A curve C and a set of points X in 2 D are said to be chain visible if
for each point x ∈ X , the intersection of the visibility polygon, i.e.
space that has an unrestricted view of x (Figure 3b), and C is either
an empty set or a connected chain [31]. We refer to this intersection
region as the visibility region for the point x on the curve C. In the
case of HWPRPT, the fixed altitude paths correspond to aerial robot
flight altitudes and the set of points X comprises points that lie on
the terrain. Also, a curve is chain visible to any set of points that
lie on the curve itself, hence the terrain (ground robot path) itself
is a chain visible curve for points on the terrain.

Visibility Segments, Regions and Viewpoints
The surface of a 1.5 D terrain between two consecutive reflex points
forms a convex polyline, when observed from a point on the terrain
or on the constant-altitude flight path, and is called a visibility
segment (or a segment) (Figure 3c). The region on the constantaltitude flight path between extended projections of the right edge
of the left reflex point and left edge of the right reflex point of the
visibility segment, is referred to as the visibility region of the given
visibility segment1 . Visibility region of a segment is a continuous
1 In case of visibility obstructions, the projections are suitably adjusted to pass through

the obstructing reflex point to compute the visibility region.

curve and represents the intersection of visibility region for each
point within the segment. Its continuity is attributed to the property
of chain visibility between the pair of robot (flight) paths and the
1.5D terrain, and convexity of the visibility segment. Left and right
end-points of a visibility region are referred to as the left and right
viewpoints, respectively, of the corresponding visibility segment
(Figure 3d).

Solution Approach
We develop a MILP formulation solved within a branch-and-cut
framework to compute exact solutions to the problem. The discrete
optimization model could only be developed by virtue of visibility
priors discussed above, that restrict the search space to segment
viewpoints on the chain visible curves corresponding to each robot.
The formulation optimizes over a min-max objective function that
balances load over all robots available. It also account for placement
of refueling stations within the environment. We also conduct extensive computation simulations (Figures 4a and 4b). As expected the
computation time increases exponentially with increase in instance
size.
We also perform outdoor experiments to validate the strategy.
The experiments were performed using four robots: two aerial and
two ground. To perform the experiments a simulated piece-wise
linear feature was used superimposed with a simulated 1.5 D terrain.
The MILP solver was used to generate routes for each robot. The
validation experiments were successfully abel to show coverage for
the entire feature by traversing the routes generated by the solver.

4

URPT

In this problem we develop routes for a UAV to cover a set of pointsof-interest. The points lie on a terrain that adds visibility constraints.
We represent the topographical surface within the environment
using a polyhedral (or 2.5 D) terrain and model it as a triangular
irregular network (TIN). The UAV is assumed to have a fixed downfacing camera with a limited field-of-view. We consider a circular
field-of-view for ease of exposition. To compute a feasible solution
to the problem each point-of-interest must be covered on the UAV
path. To ensure the same, we compute visibility regions on the
constant altitude flight plane (Figure 5a) using the global horizons.
For each point-of-interest we compute its global horizon (line). The
global horizon gives the elevation of the farthest point in each radial
direction. For each radial direction, we compute the complement of
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Figure 4: HWPRPT Simulation Results: (a) Routes generated
by the solver for a sample environment. The paths are color
coded. Red color represents ground robots, cyan color represents robots flying at altitude 1 and magenta color represents aerial robots flying at altitude 2. (b) Computation time
vs fuel capacity plot for MILP solver.

(a)

(b)

(b)
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Figure 5: URPT Simulation Results: (a) Visibility regions for
points-of-interest (b) Sample solution generated using ILP
solver. The tour is shown in cyan color.

the elevation of the horizon. In each radial direction, the minimum
of camera field-of-view angle and the complement computed, is
used as the visibility angle. The locii of radial visibility angles for
each point-of-interest when projected on to the constant altitude
flight plane, return the visibility region for each point. The regions
so computed may not have a regular geometrical shape.
To compute a solution to URPT, we need to find a tour that visit
each of the visibility regions. This is an instance of the TSP with
Neighborhoods problem. We develop a constant-factor approximation for this category of neighborhoods. Further, using existing
results in the literature that remark that any optimal solution would
visit each region only on the boundary, we restrict our search. By
doing a uniform sampling on the boundary we are able to reduce
the problem to an instance of GTSP (Figure 5b). We solve the GTSP
instance using a ILP formulation implemented in a branch-and-cut
framework and compare against solutions computed by a standard
GTSP tool. We also perform field experiments to test our approach.
Figures 6a and 6b show the experiment environment and UAV path
computed.

Figure 6: URPT experiment results: (a) Visibility regions for
the monitoring targets. (b) Top view of the operational area
showing the UAV path in cyan color.
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